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PAINTING WITH CLAY, STICKS WITH TEETH 
BRUNO, MARIAN PALLA

The exhibition takes the form of an original 
installation made by Marian Palla specifically for 
the Jaroslav Král Gallery venue, and it is primarily 
a reaction to the artist’s current life situation. 
He spends most of his time in his improvised 
summer studio in Střelice, not far from Brno. 
From spring to the first frost, he observes the 
metamorphoses of his garden there. There, he 
develops his ideas and creative intents in calm 
and concentration, in writing, painting, drawing, 
making pottery, doing music. He invites the animal 
friends that keep him company to join his creative 
process. He is interested in the most common 
things of life, like clay, a stick, sound, a dog, a hen 
or a small tomcat. He deals with the absurd, lets 
himself be charmed by paradox, and recognizes 
the importance of humour and the ability to 
process reality creatively. When working, he 
leaves considerable space to chance, or perhaps 
to Providence. He follows immediate processes 
attentively and reacts to them. He confronts 
evidently conceptual methods of artistic work 
with his radical anarchism. This unwittingness 
or automatism result in ever increasing 
implementation of organic, sometimes archetypal 
syntax, suited to the use of chosen materials. 
It is also reflected by his constant challenging 
of generally perceived limits in creative work. 

The installation consists of paintings by the 
artist with clay, as well as some made with 
the footprints of hens, and mysteriously illegible 
wall texts. The artist doesn’t hesitate to pursue his 
celebration of free play by creating ceramic plinths 
to support wooden sticks – objects made by his 
dog Bruno, or by casting Bruno’s most successful 
wooden artefact in bronze. Palla’s homage to 
free and omnipresent creativity can also be 
understood as derision of high culture, or more 
precisely of the importance that society attributes 
to it. The number of possible interpretations of 
Palla’s installation is further increased by another 
work made with the participation of the dog 
Bruno. It features a composition for solo flute 
by Georg Philipp Telemann, accompanied by 
Bruno singing and playing with a rubber cockerel. 
The smooth and elaborate character of the 
high Baroque composition contrasts with the 
homely sounds of a dog barking and a squeaking 
children’s toy. The interconnection of extremely 
distant polarities gives rise to an intense feeling 
of nostalgia and strange tension: It is not clear 
whether we miss the complex and exceptional 
courtly culture, or the serenity and haven 
of a simple home. 

Marian Palla and his pivotal position within the 
conceptually oriented community of artists and 
theorists in the Brno of the 1970s and 80s has been 
repeatedly and precisely reported on by Jiří Valoch, 
or for instance by Josef Cseres. Nowadays Palla 
is also active in other creative fields besides visual 
art. He writes for the theatre, fiction, he is involved 
in experimental music, as well as comic strips 
and cartoons. His work shows evident affinities 
with some significant tendencies in the history of 
visual culture of the latter half of the 20th century. 
We may consider the conceptual framework, 
the important Brno circle of friends, artists and 
theorists headed by Jiří Valoch, the surrealist roots 
of his early literary works, or the social dimension 
of his projects, topical for the given period. Palla 
has certainly found inspiration in his awareness 
of the Fluxus movement or Lettrist activities. Like 
American conceptualists, he also finds it important 
to practise meditation, as it helps him approach 
the consciousness of the essence of reality. His 
minimalist form of expression, effort to record the 
process of the artwork’s origin and his inclination 
towards dematerializing his work, may be seen 
as further correspondences with international 
conceptual tendencies. Palla’s involving animals in 
artistic creation may be viewed through the prism 
of several recent exhibitions resonating with the 
current change of relationship between humans 
and other creatures and adopting a critical attitude 
to hitherto European anthropocentrism. We might 
also spend a long time seeking and analysing the 
scope of influence of the hippie movement upon 
Marian. In any case, more important than the 
capacity of Palla’s work to be incorporated in the 
context of local and international art, is his ability 
to build up the situation of the artwork in such 
a way that it results in a vivid structure, no matter 
how difficult it may be to grasp in words. 

Perhaps the mystery of art and poetry originating 
with a hen walking across a painting canvas has 
been revealed by the artist himself in the secret 
text written in clay on the gallery wall. 

Terezie Petišková



DOPROVODNÝ
PROGRAM K VÝSTAVĚ 

12.10.2016, 17 h
Komentovaná prohlídka výstavy
s Marianem Pallou a jeho psem Brunem, 
po níž následuje autorské čtení.

Dům umění
komentovaná prohlídka
vstupné 20 Kč (středa)

10.11.2016 17 h
Komentovaná prohlídka výstavy
s Marianem Pallou u příležitosti  
slavnostního předání Ceny  
Michala Ranného.* 

Dům umění
komentovaná prohlídka
vstupné 40/20 Kč 

ACCOMPANYING PROGRAMME
OF THE EXHIBITION

12 Oct 2016, 5 pm 
Bruno and Marian Palla
Painting with Clay – Sticks with Teeth 
Commented exhibition tour with Marian 
Palla and his dog Bruno, followed by the 
artist’s public reading.

The Brno House of Arts
commented tour 
admission 20 CZK (Wednesday)

10 Nov 2016, 5 pm
Bruno and Marian Palla
Painting with Clay – Sticks with Teeth 
Commented exhibition tour with Marian 
Palla on the occasion of his receiving 
the Michal Ranný.*

The Brno House of Arts
commented exhibition tour
admission 40/20 CZK

* Začátek galavečera v MG v 19 hod.  
Moderuje Adéla Elbel, součástí bude  
hudební vystoupení. Motto: „Kdybych 
byl opravdu dobrý, tak o mě nikdo neví.“

* The gala evening, starting in the Moravian 
Gallery at 7 p.m., will be presented by 
Adéla Elbel and will include a musical 
performance. Motto: “If I were really that 
good, no one would know about me.” 




